The UTS Programmers’ Society was founded on the 16th of March 1989 by a small, intrepid band of young UNIX systems programming enthusiasts, which evolved over time and grew into a community passionate about all things tech. Thirty years later and we’re still going strong, welcoming a new generation of programmers to continue the legacy.

So come join us in celebrating our history, the people who made this society what it is today, and to look forward to a new year full of programming. This event is open to everyone, we want a good mix of new members and alumni. Tickets at:

bit.ly/progsoc30
ProgSoc Presents
Code2Change
Midsem Hackathon - April 26-28
More Info Coming Soon

To follow up on the success of last years Code2Learn hackathon, this midsem break, we'll be tackling another challenge, this time involving changing the world around us. We'll be partnering up with a few other societies and external organisations to provide mentoring and support so your project is the best it can be.

We invite all programmers, innovators, designers and like minded people to hack out a working solution in 24hrs. Stay tuned for more news.

Coding Challenge
As part of our ongoing commitment to helping members explore and learn different technologies, each newsletter we are going to be releasing a challenge to build something do do with a new technology. So to start off, this months challenge will be:

Build a Discord Bot

Some examples to get you started:
> Dice roller for boardgames
> A sarcastic chatbot
> Pokémon, but on discord (and yes, this one already exists, and it's great)

To join this challenge, first join our discord server at:
bit.ly/progsocdiscord

and check out the 'coding-challenge' for info on how to get started.

Keep in Touch
If you're interested in what we do, follow our socials for event updates and future newsletters. We hope to see you around!

Signup for a membership at bit.ly/utsprogsoc
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